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USF Campus Showcase
USF's services, opportunities
and resources were on display.
See photos page 4

Feminist lecturer visits
A bi-weekly column for the
complainer in all of us.
See page 3

Barbara Smith comes to USF
on February 3.

Occupational
Wellness-:
Life after college
There are steps you can
take now to make getting
a job later much easier.
Amy Hopkins
Coordinator of Career Development Services

Yale professors:
Clinton resignation possible,
impeachment unlikely
.

As many of you may know, the Counseling &
Career Center's Health and Wellness Services
promotes an activity called "Great Strides" each
spring semester. This program offers an opportunity to set personal goals toward a balanced and
healthy lifestyle. You can use this program as a
way to solidify your New Year's resolutions or as
a way to concentrate on one dimension of wellness for a three-month period of time.
Although many students might choose to con. centrate on the physical dimension of wellness,
there are eight 'other dimensions that one could
choose to emphasize. l would like to encourage
everyone to consider setting goals in some of
these other areas. And as the Career Counselor on
campus with a vested interest in such things, I
would especially like to offer some suggestions
as to _how a person could emphasize the occupational dimension of wellness this semester!
The occupational dimension of well ness is an
opportunity for students to begin thinking about
life after college.~ .what types of jobs you might
pursue, what companies might hire someone with
your talents, interests, and aspirations ... how you
will go about your job search.
If you just began your academic studies at
USF, perhaps you aren't absolutely sure that the
major you have chosen is the right one for you.
Or, maybe xou are comfortable with your choice
of major but you haven't really explored what
actual types of jobs you might pursue within that
career tield.
Why not set an occupational exploration goal?
Plan to attend a Career Decision-Making
Workshop and identify more completely your
interests and skills, discover personal traits and
characteristics· that have an impact on your comfort within the work environment, and recognize
what may satisfy or fulfill you in a specitic job or
work environment. Come by the CCC Resource
Library in DAY 112 and research occupational
information or explore the future employment
outlook of your chosen career.
If you are planning to graduate in the next
couple of semesters, why not set an occupational·
job search planning goal? Come by Career Expo
'98 (March 25th) and meet employers from. our
local area. Ask them questions about their company and the kinds of positions they most often
hire. lntervie.w them on an informational basis,
asking them about what they most often look for
in a candidate and what advice they might offer
you should you decide to apply for a position
with their company in the future. Collect business
cards and begin building your job search network.
If you are graduating in May or August, create
or update your resume and bring it by the
Counseling & Career Center during Resume
Critique Week (March 2-5). Write a cover letter
to use as a mqdel for those you will send out with
your targeted resumes. Sign'up for an Orientation
to On-Campus Recruiting workshop and find out
what USF can do to help you in your job search.
Attend an interviewing skills development work-

Please see WELLNESS on page 4
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As the nation focuses on the
scandc;:~l, Yale professors talk
about its possible results .
Phil Fortino
Yale Daily News, Yale University
(U-WIRE) New Raven, Conn. - As Monica
Lewinsky waits for immunity in Washington,
D.C., some Yale professors have voiced opinions as to the possible ramifications of the most
recent Clinton scandal.
With the fate of President Bill Clinton left
hanging, Yale professors of history, political
science and law have responded to the situation. Most professors interviewed- some of the
biggest policy experts in the nation - maintain
the possibility of resignation but rule out the
likelihood of impeachment.
"There is apparently a serious risk of perjury if he was asked about this affair in his
deposition for the Pauia Jones case and if the
affair, is confirmed," political science professor
Rogers Smith said. "But it's unlikely to be
viewed as an impeachable offense."
With both · a Whitewater grand jury and
PHOTO: Courtesy of MultiAd Services
President Clinton's State of the Union address,
The latest crisis at the White House has many talking of resignation or impeachment
the national press spent last week focused
when she reported that she was coerced into
hearsay," Gaddis Smith said. "I don't think
instead on the allegations ot: former White
there'll be an impeachment"
House intern Lewinsky.
falsifying an affidavit for the Paula Jones hearThe 24-year-old former aide told
Political science professor Jonathan
ings. Lewinsky is expect~d to name the presiMermin said members of Congress, instead of
Whitewater Special Prosecutor Kenneth Starr
dent among those who asked her to lie.
on Jan. 25 that she wot,~ld tell air if granted
the evidence, may determine whether Clinton
History professor Gaddis Smith echoed
immunity from prosecution. Immunity nego'tia-. · Roge~s Smith's skepticism of the impeachment
is impeached.
tions are under way, btit could endure for some
"It's possible... that there's a large majority
possibility. He said this scandal may be a case
of he-said, she-said.
time.
"Who knows what she will say. It's pure
Please see CLINTON on page 4
Lewinsky entered national .consciousness

Tampa ·Bay Devil Rays' inaugural season
USF-·st . .Pete is therel
Making money for clubs
has never been so easy.
Laura Hoffman
Tropicana Field Special Events Coordinator
This year marks our inaugural season with the
Tampa Bay Devil Rays' baseball organization.
The USF-St. Pete campus has been awarded a
concession at Tropicana Field and our clubs and
orgal)izations now have the mos.t lucrative
fundraising opportunity ever available to St.
Petersburg campus groups.
We will be staffing a concession" stand for all
of the 81 regular season games at Tropicana

•••

Field. In addition, we will work three preseason
This is a terrific opportunity for all of the
games on March 27, 28 and 29, as well as two Tampa Bay community and for · our campus in
NCAA Sweet 16 basketball games on March 20 . particular. We look for_ward to seeing all of our
and 22. Of course, any other special events students at Tropicana Field.
If you have not joined a club or organization
booked will also be available for fundraising.
This is. a year-round, continuing opportunity for on campus yet, I encourage you to get involved
our campus. As events are aoded, we will dis- and be a part of history during our inaugural seaseminate the information to the campus clubs and son. Clubs or organizations can contact Laura
Hoffman, Tropicana Field Special Events
organizations.
We are required to have 18 workers available Coordinator, to schedule games at 553-1609 or
to staff each game/event. We are very happy to you may leave a message at the Campus
schedule 1/2 teams and combine smaller groups. Activities Center.
An updated schedule reflecting all events and
At this point, the schedule is approximately half
full and it is tilling up quickly! Any group that booking status for each date is posted outside the
has not yet been scheduled is strongly encouraged Special Events oftice at the CAC. See you at' the
ballpark!
to contact me as soon as possible.
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COMMENTARY

·The ''Choice'' is ours
Alison Trachtman
Tufts Daily, Tufts University
(U-WIRE) Medford, Mass.- January 22, 1998,
marked the 25th anniversary of Roe vs. Wade.
This landmark U.S . Supreme Court case legalized
abortion and granted women reproductive freedom. It mandated safe abortions for all women
who desired to terminate unintended pregnancies,
and saved the lives of thousanqs of women who
would
have otherwise
sought the assistance of
back-alley abortionists.
Now, 25 years after the
decision, we must ask ourselves, "Do women really
have access to safe abortions?" The controversial
nature of this medical procedure has e licited clinic
bombings, the murders of
· -~
M'~"''
"<:
abortion doctors, pickets,
~f.
harassment, and threats to
"s
. .
[.<>

•
so tainted and so negative?
The ability to choose is the basis of our capitalist economy, our democratic government, and
our free society. Yet , when "choice" is spoken of
or written about in terms of abortion, it becomes
an unnecessary evil, an immoral burden placed
upon us. Pro-life activists hiss the word between
clenched teeth and pro-choice activists shout it
from wide-opened mouths. Why has the right to
choose become so controversial? What does prochoice really mean anyway?
It appears to me that our
society often mistakenly
perceives the pro-choice
position as a pro-abortion
position. A pro-choice supporter makes a statement
about the rights w9men
should have over their own
bodies. She allies herself
-with a group that· believes in
:·
'
'
,.
choice - not necessarily in
~
/;,
abortion. As a pro-choice
•

"

''wy,"~'~-~(~~4 ,;t:)~tt: t,4

~~at-

woman, I have been
volunteers and patients.
Twenty-one states currently
.,..:w"~~~~!!W- ""''"'i' "" - ~• · ·
lenged by pro-hfe activists
enforce a mandatory delay or state-directed coun- who disagree with my beliefs.
seling before a woman may legally obtain an
Time and again I have been asked wheth~r or
abortion. Does this ret1ect the true meaning of not I can truly condone the right to kill an unborn
"the ri ght to choose?"
child. My response to these people is always the
In addition to serious limitations and restric- same: abortion is a very personal matter and I
tions on the right to a safe abortion, there is the refuse to make a generaliz~tion about whether or
undeniable reality that very few doctors perform not it is an acceptable procedure.
the procedure and close to no medical schools
I remind them that I believe in the woman's
right to make her own decision about her body
teach it.
and her future, and that
Near! y 59 percent of --n~%'Zl11W:"..'"''"""·~ ·- - -· ' ··
is what pro-choice reatall abortion doctors are •
I ly means. I have spoken
at least 65 years old. ~ u h "'',j!! ;,.··,
The percentage of OB.C
e~ome SO
with many pro-choice

Hojjrr:s"lt that the word
h b
.
,P,':fe .as
faiiz(~~~OO SO negative?

?YNs will~ng to per• . . . . _,.,.~...... form abortiOns plummeted. from 42 percent in 1983 to 33 percent in
1995. A 1991 study illustrated that only 12 percent of hospital residency programs include the
surgeries and procedures that accompany abortions. Medical schools do -not teach students how
to perform the procedure and it appears that the
entire subject has beco~e somewhat taboo in the
medical school classroom.
Medical Students for Choice was founded
three years ago to unify those students willing
and able to learn how to perform abortions. One
medical school voted to change the name of this
on-campus group, however, to Students for
Reproductive Health and Freedom, in order to
avoid the controversial word "choice."
How is it that the word "choice" has become

""'1

J

activists, all of whom
__ . _ _
• _ __ expressed resentment
towards those people who neglect to understand
the meani ng of pro-choice and automatically
characterize them as pro-abortion.
Choice is something we, as Americans and
young adults, often take wholly for granted. We
benefit daily from the past struggles of dedicated
people whose efforts have made life as we have
always known it possible, and often do not take
notice of just how lucky we are.
The Feminist Majority Foundation (FMF) is
dedicated, through its Leadership Alliance program, to providing young feminist activists with
opportunities to ~evelop their leadership and
organizational skills, in an effort to utilize the

Please see CHOICE on page 4

Your search for that . "hard--to~find" 6ooh
ends ·when gou dial ·our numuer!
We'll use our vast resources to locate
exactlg what gou've 6een searching for.
And, we'll gladlg special order it for gou.
SELLING TEXTBOOKS TO STUDENTS
FOR MORE THAN 15 YEARS!

Bestsellers • Non-Fiction • Reference • Cookbooks
Classics • Romance • Travel • Fiction & More
121 7th Ave. S.
(Opposite USF
St. Pete campus)

BAYirnO Pai<S

OPEN:
Mon.-Fri. 10-6
Sat. 11-3

Do you have room for me?
Kaerrie Simons
Nest Editor
It is Monday and she is .I 5 going on 20.
For the past year, she has felt she is living
the life of at least three people. She is a high
school dropout, only staring at the piles of
schoolbooks in her room instead of reading
them. She is a worker, making minimum wage
taking abuse from customers at a small diner.
And she is a mother.
A baby cries in the next room and Tara is
reminded of this fact. She is only 15 years old
and she is a mother.
as it only a year ago that she was
a teenager, running around with
her friends, picking out clothes
in stores she' II never again be able to afford,
talking to boys .who will never again ask her
out on a date?
Was it only a year ago that her greatest
worry was whether or . . · · ,,;> .. :<, ,;. ,;;,
.".l'lt/i!.~~ilby lS
not her parents would

W

I

c~tch

It is Wednesday and she is 15 going on 30.
The baby's fever is down, but she is still
sick. When Tara called in to work, they told her
it was the last straw. Now she'll have to find
another diner with minimum wage pay and
abusive customers. It is the second job she's
lost since the baby was born.
Her mother said she'd try to get home earlier today so Tara could go looking for a new job.
Her mother must be disappointed, but she doesn't show it. She wishes she could call her mom
right now and tell her she loves her, but she is
at work. She hopes her mother knows how she
feels. She will tell her tonight before she takes
over the thank-you card to the old woman.
It is Thursday and she -is 15 going on 35.
The baby's father calls in the morning from
juvenile hall. He is 17 and was caught dealing
drugs llt the high school. He can't give her any
money for awhile because they are going to
lock him up. He was only able to give her 20
.•
dollars every two
SlCk
weeks, but it was 20

and she
what to do.

her smoking a Li!!),s,rile~;illea
dollars ju~t t_he
c1garette or find the
· · · · *"~y··
.... ·, __ _j same. She w1ll m1ss
pack she had hidden between the mattresses in it the way she misses the love she used to feel
forhjm.
her bedroom?
The baby is feeling better today and she
Was it only a year ago that she was passing
out at a party because she drank too much with smiles up at Tara as she places the receiver on
her friends instead of passing out dead tired the phone. Tara smiles back and rocks
because the baby cried too much through the Elizabeth.
night? .
s the baby coos, Tara remembers
It seems like a lifetime.
the day she found out she was
It is Tuesday and she is I 5 going on 25.
pregnant. She had awakened
The baby is sick and she has no idea what to that morning with a horrible feeling in her
do. She'd like to call her mother to ask for stomach and had barely inade it to the bathadvice, but her mother is at work. These days, room in time.
She told her mom she wasn' t feeling well
her mother is always at work. Mom has to hold
down two jobs now to make sure the electric and wanted to miss school. When her mother
company doesn't come tum off the heat and to got home that evening, Tara was on the couch,
make sure there's enough formula in the pantry rubbing her stomach. She remembers the
to feed her grandchild.
moment well. Her mother walked up to her, sat
Tara has no father to turn to. He left Tara's on the chair beside the couch and asked her, " Is
mother when Tara became pregnant because he there any possibility you're pregnant?"
said he'd "already raised one brat and one brat
Tara was shocked, but relieved, because she
was enough." He had better things to do. Tara knew the answer as much as her mother apparremembers when she had better things to do, ently pid and now she wouldn't have to find a
way to tell her. "Yes," she had answered. And
too.
ut the baby is running a fever and the next day they found out she was.
"I told your father th~t day," she says to
Tara doesn' t know what to do. So
she picks her up and walks 'down the Elizabeth and squeezes her tiny hand and rocks
hall of the apartment building. She knocks on her some more.
It was a Wednesday and he was just getting
the first door. No answer. On the second. No
out of basketball practice. Tara thought he'd
answer.
On the third, an old woman Tara has seen in ask her to marry him, but he didn't. Instead, he
the hall before opens the door and asks her only asked, " How much will the operation
what's wrong. A year ago, Tara would have cost?"
She just answered,
pointed with her li<''"'-"'·'""""'"'A "''"
"I don't know," and
friends at an old
left the gym to cry
woman like this and
in the parking lot.
laughed at her, what
with. her blue hair in
Her mom took her
rollers and her knee ~J~!!ll!m!m&illillli~L-----Jili:~..J! to the abortion dinhighs rolled down around her ankles. Now Tara ic where they talked to her about her " options."
can't even look at her, she's so embarrassed. Tara remembered thinking ·it was a very cold
Instead, she stares at the stains on the floor in place. And she didn't just mean the temperature
the hall and says the baby has a fever. The old in the room.
woman invites her in and Tara learns there is no --------------~-
reason to make fun of her hair and knee-highs.
Please see ROOM on page 4
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- Boxers or briefs?

(U-WIRE) New Brunswick, N.J.·- Perhaps former White House intern obligation to be a role model. His job is to run this country, to keep the dolMonica Lewinsky could answer that for us, but do we have the right to lar up, the revolution down, and the Commies out. While these supporters
know? Allegations from prosecutor Kenneth Starr
by no · means condone the president's alleged
indicate that President Clinton urged Lewinsky to
affairs and controversy, they argue that such scrutilie under oath to cover up their still-unproven
ny of any American would yield similar results:
affair. While this would be a crime for which the
character flaws.
president could be impeached, it is also a question of equality:
Perhaps the president did cause a cover up. There's no
Should the president be held to a higher standard than the averexcuse for that, but it's also possibfe ~he scandal-hungry, O.J.age citizen?
syndrome-suffering masses and media egged him on with their
Some would say yes. They believe the president is the
conveniently-timed uprising of supposed harassment cases. So
leader of the nation both politically and morally. Detractors of
we still wonder what is more important: that President Clinton's
the president say that he·has failed to be a role model to the
policy record indicates he could have great success domestimillions of children who look up and say, "I'm going to be
cally and internationally, or that he may be a pattern sexual
president some day." They point out that numerous character
harassment offe,nder. Morals or money? Success or sex excess?
issues, from marijuana to marital turmoil, that have plagued
Whether or not we should hold the president up to a higher
Slick Willy simply prove that President Clinton has no integriILLUSTRATION: Kaci Beach standard depends on how we want to judge ourselves: we
ty.
elected him twice knowing he had problems, so are the
Others beg to differ. Constitutionally speaking, the president is under no character flaws in him or in us?

You can .criticize, but be thankfUl
(U-WIRE) Athens, Ohio - Last month, Pope John Paul II visited Cuba, the much closer to the-side which reads "liberty."
country where I was born. A significant amount of attention was placed on
Many leftists and/or Fidel supporters in Athens, many of whom I know
this nation that for so long has been toying with the
personally, will criticize my remarks here.
experiment of Fidel ism, a supposed revolution for
They may tell you I am wrong, I am a right wing
the people.
imperialist, or I am part of the m·achine ag'ainst
Cuba, many socialists and Marxists will tell
which they express their rage. Irrespective of what
you, has absolutely no shortages. People have food to eat, peothey say, I will chuckle inside as they do so in the campus cofple have access to education and medical care, and they are
feehouses and publications, and I will smile as I celebrate the
clothed well.
wopderful opportunity this country has given me ... the opporWithout arguing the technicalities of these particular issues,
tunity to criticize openly the social system_to which I belong.
there is one shortage that exists in Cuba that does not here in
God bless this place, and let's never take ourselves so serithe United States. And this phenomenon, which is so bountiful
ously that we think we're beyond criticism.
here in the United States and almost nonexistent in Cuba, is
Have a go at it, Fidelistas, and as soon as you open your
cause for celebration.
mouths or put pen to paper, think critically about how such
· The gravest shortage that exists in Cuba is the government's
actions would be responded to in Cuba. Then be thankful.
and people's ability to examine their own social systems criti-·
ILLUSTRATibN: KoCi Beach
cal ly. Irrespective of what any leftist Fidel-supporter on campus will tell you, there exist in Cuba almost no mechanisms for criticizing
the government.
This point was brought home to me early last year when I visited my
@:!,
Kaerri:YShnons
family in Cub~. I was enjoying a reunion celebration at my uncle's house.
Nest Edttor
My cousin's husband, ·a military colonel, and his chauffeur (that's Cuban for
"bodyguard") began bashing the United States as we sat around the dining
room tabl.e in my. uncle's bohio. "So," asked the chauffeur, "Is it true there's
a lot of viOlence m the States?''
"Yeah, there sure is," 1 replied. And so he asked me a series of questions,
· What is it with these telephone splicitors? I'm a full-time college student;
which I answered honestly, thus admitting to the faults of this country in I don't even remember what a bill larger than a one looks like anymore. And
front of many people. But he got a little too cocky and made the mistake of even if I did have money, I wouldn't hand it over to someone who called and
asking me what I thought the maii1 difference was between Cuba and the asked for it over the phone. The only people I do that for are the loser sponge
United States. And so I responded honestly by saying, "In the U.S., the boyfriends I usually date.
power is distributed among the people, while here in Cuba the whole counI'll be honest... my first job ever was as a telephone solicitor selling magtry is ruled by the impulsive decisions of one indjvidual."
azine subscriptions over the phone. I did it for 10 months and it took me I0
·The conversation stopped immediately, and there was a silence in tnat years to get over it. If you parents. who have teenagers want to get them to
small house you could not imagine. The idiot left wide open for me a chance stay off the phone, just get them a job as a telephone solicitor for I 0 months
to openly criticize Castro, an act that not even John Paul II himself would and they will never call their friends again. It's a phenomenon evenEl Niiio
ca~'t disrupt.
.be able to pardon in the· eyes of Fidel.
Knd what about the things they're selling? The Good as Gold Gardening
As we retle~t on the Rev. Martin -Luther King Jr. and the week John Paul
II visited Cuba, we have much to celebrate. We celebrate King's fight for the Magazine? If I was stupid enough to pick up the phone and talk to you, how
rights of human beings. We celebrate his respect for humanity. We celebrate can I be smart enough to read?
his spirit. And we should also celebrate that we have in this country the
Worse than the telephone solicitor is the solicitor who does not exist for
mechanisms for engaging in self-criticism.
five seconds. You know what I'm talking about...your phone rings, you
I chuckle when I watch Saturday Night .Live and see skits in which .answer it, and a recording comes on that says, "Please hold .for an important
President Clintot'\ is portrayed as a womanizer. Is it tasteless humor? Maybe. call." Have you lost your mind? I usually just hang on for a few seconds and
But it is tasteful in the sense that it reminds us that, irrespective of our rank when someone comes on, I say, "Please hold for someone who cares." Then
in society, we are all human beings •. and thus, we all have the ability to be I put the receiver down on the counter and go about my business.
wrong at times.
Even worse than telephone solicitors and invisible telephone solicitors is
For years, Castro has declared the Catholic Church, along with any other call waiting. I cannot tell you how much I hate.call waiting. My friends call
individual or group that doesn't get down on their knees and praise him, me, then get a little beep in the phone and put me on hold. Who could pos"counterrevolutionary." And so throughout Cuba, there exists a generation sibly be so important that you have to make sure you don't miss a call from
of children baptized in secrecy. And there· exist people who were so that person? You're already on the phone with me, so that leaves no one ebe
frustrated living in Cuba they negotiated the Caribbean waters in homemade in the world who's important.
life rafts, a phenomenon that leftist economists refer to as "economic migraAnd what's with this caller ID? Talk about ruining all my fun. How am
I supposed to stalk anybody now? As if the restraining orders weren't
tion~
.
But most interesting of all, there exist in the prisons and graveyards of enough. Now 1 call to do my heavy breathing to select men around the city
Cuba individuals who shared King's spirit and tenacity. The difference and what happens? They used to just ask, "Is t.hat you again, Kaerrie?" Now
between them and King, however, is that· they enjoyed in Cuba fewer oppor- they know it's me. Will technological1)dvancements ever end?
I'd write more gripes about telephones, but I have to go. The phone's
tunities to criticize the social systems in place than King did here.
Does that mean that here in the United States anyone can criticize the ringing and according to my caller ID, it's this cute guy from one of my
government ·or "the establishment" openly? King's murder reminds us that classes. And he doesn't even have a restraining order oil me... yet.
Well, that's my complaint for this issue. So until next time, remember:
the answer is, "only to a certain point." But at least here in the United States,
as compared to Cuba, that point in the continuum of personal freedoms falls Everybody's got complaints. Mine just happen to be more important.

ffi 'fi' 'f?ll]~
~c.b ~U JX c!}
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fathers
writing a story on
in custody battles
visitation. I need
. Please call
at 553-3113 and
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Campus Showcase a success

T

his year's Campus Showcase was a huge
success. New and returning students got
the chance to learn about services, opportunities and resources available at USF-St. Pete.
Pictured are a few of the club and organization

,

booths that lined the Davis building hall and
lobby and some of the volunteers that made the
s howcase possible. We knew some of your
names ...to the others, please come introduce
yourself to our staff.

PHOTO: Tina March.

The Campus Fitness Center. That's Sheri Beaudreau. We
know her because she's always trying to get us to walk for
miles, and miles, and miles...

The Flying Club put a lot of effort into their
booth. We were really impressed.

CLINTON continued from page 1

in <!:ongress who would rather not [see] Clinton
leave office," Mermin said. "Congress may rather
have a weak Clinton than a honeymoon effect
with Gore, especially since Gore is so unimpeachable on these personal grounds."
science
professor
Stephen
Political
Skowronek, who teaches a course on the
American presidency,
thought that if the allegations fill out, there
will be a turnover in the
Oval Office.
" If there's evidence
of obstruction of justice, it would be difficult for
him to stay in office," Skowronek said.
Michael Abramowicz, who reviewed a book
on impeachment in the Yale Law Journa~ said
grounds for impeachment may not exist.
"It's not clear that that phrase ('high crimes
and misdemeanors') includes only criminal
offenses. One can imagine that if adultery
but not perjury is proven, he could be impeached
-it's unlikely but not impossible," he said. "If we
look to what the frames of the impeachment

clause are, that's not an incredible offense."
Political science professor H. Bradford
Westerfield told his lecture class there is a very
good chance that the President's second term will
end early.
"There's more than a 50/50 chance that
Clinton will leave
office in the next seyeral months," Westerfield
said.
But one professor cautioned against losing
sight of important
developments worldwide in the !T1idst of the Clinton scandals at home.
"In terms of timing, there are two crucial
things on board," said Yale Law School professor
Ruth Wedgewood.
She cited mounting tensions in Iraq and new
opportunity in Bosnia as issues to keep in mind
when determining just how weak we should make
our highest officer.
Yale Daily News staff reporter Sara Leitch contributed to this story.

WELLNESS continued from page 1

Tina

Tlze Student Activities Board. The cute one on the left is Attia. The cute one
on the right is someone we didn't know. But if he's friends with Attia, he's
all right by us.

PHOTO: Tina March.

Smiles and ballcolis at the
Campus Women's Collective.

l)al>tY at
- ~Ill> lliiJSe!

shop and practice responding to often-asked
tough interview questions.
We hope that many of you will think about
making a Great Strides commitment in the occupational dimension of wellness. If you do make
the decision to set this type of personal goal,
remember to stop by the Counseling & Career
Center and pick up a Participant Contract and
Log Sheet. Formalizing your commitment with a

PCL will help you keep track of your progress. It
will also make you eligible for the many great
prizes and giveaways we collect from area
resorts, restaurants and companies to offer you an
incentive to work toward the goals you have chosen!
We look forward to helping you make GREAT
STRIDES toward your balanced and healthy
lifestyle this semester!

.-

CHOICE continued from page 2

powerful voice of the future. The FMF is working
on a nationwide campus campaign, and this year
is launching the first of these campaigns,
Choices.
Choices defines choice broadly in order to
promote education on many different levels, and
to encourage an understanding of how the .many
elements· of choice interrelate. The FMF recognizes the importance of choices, and that it is the
young women and men of our generation who

must continue to defend and support the right to
have them.
The decision rendered in Roe vs. Wade has
touched all of our lives in one way or another. It
is imperative that we celebrate the right it has
given us, and never let ourselves take it for granted or be lulled into a false sense of security about
its permanence.
Will we ever celebrate the 50th anniversary of
Roe vs. Wade? That choice, I believe, is ours.

ROOM continued from page 2
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They pricked her finger for a blood sample, · block over.
made her pee into a cup and then showed her
At 5:05, she saw his beat up, faded blue
drawings of what babies looked like at different Volkswagen. Without thinking, she touched her
stages of development. They told her what stomach and said out loud, "There goes your
the procedure was like and then sent her home father."
At 5:06, she was throwing up in the bathroom
with some materials so she could make her deci- ·
sian.
and it wasn't because she was sick from being
She wasn't a great student, but she was a pregnant. ·Jt was because she realized she had
decent one. And she had plans. She was going to talked to he'r. Not the it that was in the pictures
be a dentist like her dad. The materials said noth- from the clinic. Not the it that she had planned to
ing about school.
tell Troy she was going to get rid of. But the baby
And she wanted to go to homecoming with who would someday have a hand to squeeze and
Troy. The materials said nothing about home- a smile to see and a body to rock.
coming.
And so she dropped out of school and
watched her father leave.
And she wanted to...
Have an abortion, she thought. A baby will
And so she went to work and had to settle for
ruin everything.
minimum wage.
Besides, according to the pictures, it wasn't a.
And so she let Troy out of her heart_. ..
baby yet at all. Just a thing with no real shape, no
But she let Elizabeth in.
mouth to make a smile, no small hand to squeeze,
Tara looked down at her tiny little face and
no body to hold and rock. It was nothing to her. her sweet little smile and said, as Elizabeth driftShe would tell Troy tonight and go to the clinic ed off to sleep, "I can go back to school someday.
tomorrow morning. It would all be over by the And I can be a dentist if I want to." Then laughed
time her classmates hit the cafeteria.
as she added, "And put my dad out of business."
It will come, she thought, but it will have to
At 5 p.m. that day, she had stood by the living
room window of the home they had lived in at the wait.
For tomorrow is another day...
time. Troy would be heading to work at the pizza
.· And she will be 15 going on 40.
place. He always drove down the highway just a
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A week of celebration and remembrance

The Don't Miss List
Now Showing

February 2-3

Jewels On · the Bay, public tours of ASID
Showcase of Historic Houses, through Feb. 15.
Homes are located on 2nd Street South between
5th and 6th Avenues.

Auditions at 7:30 for the musical Shenandoah,
St. Petersburg Little Theatre, 4025 31st Street
South. For more information, call 866-2059.

February 5-16
Night Watch, Lucille Fletcher's suspense
thriller. Elaine Wheeler sees (or believe she
sees) the body of a dead man in the . window
across the way from her Manhattan townhouse.
The police investigate, but find nothing. Her
terror grows as shortly thereafter she sees still
another body, this time a woman's. Is she crazy
or is what she sees on the " Night Watch" for
real? Directed by Leon Bogaert. Performances
Feb. 5-7 at 8 p.m. with a matinee Sunday, Feb.
8 at 2 p.m. Tickets $12 for all performances.
The St. Petersburg Little Theatre, 4025 3 1st
.Street South. Call 866- 1973.
Titanic: The Exhibition. The Titanic exhibit is
open from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. daily through May
15. Tickets are $13.95 for adults, $12.95 for
seniors 65 and over, $5.95 for full-time students
with ID, and free for children under 6. Tours
begin every 15 minutes ; the last entry is at 6
p.m. The Florida International Museum, I 00
2nd Street North in St. Petersburg. For more
information, call 813-821-1448.
WUSF-FM 89.7 celebrates Black History
Month throughout February with special programming featuring African-American classical
and jazz musicians. Look for specific listings in
this issue of The Crows Nest.

February 2
Ebony Fashion Fair, 8 p.m., Mahaffey Theater,
400 1st St. South in St. Petersburg. Tickets
available at the door. Call 892-5767.

1988 Florida State Fair in Tampa. Rides,
games, entertainment, crafts, food and fun. Call
813-622-727 5.

February 7
Florida Orchestra Bay-Thoven Festival: Ling
Plays Beethoven. Masterworks Concert. Jahja
Ling, Conductor. Mahaffey Theater, 400 I st St.
S., 8 p.m. Call 800-662-7286.
~

February 8
Black History Pageant, Mahaffey Theater, 400
1st St. S., 6 p.m. Free. Call 892-5767.
Fantasy Lows Car Show at The Pier, 800 2nd
Ave. N.E. Detailed cars, all makes and models,
jump and tilt hydraulic systems. Call 821-6164.

February 10
Characters and Crooks in Florida History.
Take a road trip to Islamorada for Dr. Robert
Gold's presentation on five centuries of Florida
characters and crooks. Islamorada Public
Library, 7:30 p.m. Contact Joyce Newman at
305-872-3725.

February 11
Black Knights: The Tuskegee Airmen. Nearly
10,000 African Americans participated in the
Tuskegee exp§rienct; during .WQrld War II.
Thomas Reilly shares their stories. North
Greenwood Library, Clearwater, 6 p.m.
Sponsored by the Florida Humanities Council.
Contact Paul Ritz at 813-462-6513.
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Feminist writer .and activist Smith
to speak on USF campus Feb. ·3
Diane McKinstry
Director of Counseling & Career Ce11ter
Barbara Smith, a Black
feminist writer and
activist, will deliver a
lecture on Feb. 3 at 6
p.m. in the Campus
Activities Center. Her
lecture topic, AfricanAmerican Lesbian and
Gay
History:
An
Exploration, is based on
historical research she
Barbara Smith
conducted as a Scholarin-Residence at the Schomburg Center for
Research in Black Culture and as a fellow at the
Bunting Institute of Radcliffe College.
Smith's articles, essays, literary criticism and
short stories have appeared in a variety of publications, including Gay Community News, The
New York Times Book Review, Ms., The Black
Scholar; The Guardian, The Village Voice, and
The Nation.
She has edited three major collections about
Black women: Conditions: Five, The Black
Womens Issue (with Lorraine Bethel), 1979; All
the Women Are White, All the Blacks Are Men,
But Some of Us Are Brave: Black Womens
Studies (wi th Gloria R. Hull and Patricia Bell
Scott), 1982; and Home Girls: A Black Feminist

Anthology, 1983. She is the co-author (with Elly
Bulkin and Minni Brice Pratt) of Yours in
Struggle: Three Feminist Perspectives on AntiSemitism and Racism, 1984.
Currently, Smith is a general editor of The
Readers Companion to U.S. Women s History
with Wilma Mankiller, Gwendolyn Mink, Marysa
Navarro, and Gloria Steinem. She was the 1994
recipient of the Stonewall Award for service to
the lesbian and gay community awarded by the
Anderson Prize Foundation and served on the
Board of Advisors for the New York Public
Library's award-winning 1994 exhibition,
"Becoming Visible: The Legacy of Stonewall."
She also was co-founder (with Audre Lorde) and
publisher until 1995 of Kitchen Table: Wo_men of
Color Press, the only U.S. publisher for women
of color.
Smith has been a guest on Donahue, Charlie
Rose, and Tony Brown's Joumal and has appeared in several films, including Pink Triangles and Marlon Riggs' Black Is, Black Ain 't.
She has lectured on college campuses around the
country.
Sponsorship of the lecture, which is free and
open to the public, is a joint effort of the Campus
Women's Collective, Student Government, the
Student Activities Board, Omni Cultural Society,
and the USF Department of Women's Studies.
Smith will take questions and conduct a book
signing following the lecture.

The fourth largest
Holocaust museum will open
in St. Petersburg this month.

designed specifically by the museum. Curriculum
development and teacher training materials are
ongoing programs by the museum.
The Tampa Bay Holocaust Memorial Museum
and Educational !=enter is proud to play an active
r~le in expanding downtown St. Petersburg's cultural and economic development. It will join the.
St. Petersburg Museum, Great Explorations, the
Hands On Museum, the St. Petersburg Museum
of History and the Florida International Museum
~as centers of learning and
enrichment.
In celebration of its opening on the 21st, the new
museum will host a week
of special events beginning Feb. 18.
On the 18th, there will be
a Museum Preview and
Gala Dinner at 6:30 p.m.
The cost is $300 per person and seating is limited
(the donation covers all
events).
The Grand Opening and Ribbon Cutting
Ceremony will take place at 7:30p.m. on the 21st
with Elie Wiesel, Nobel Prize Laureate, as the
evening speaker. The cost is $35 per person and
docent tours will be available until 10 p.m.
The 22nd will be Family Education Day from
I P..m. to 4 p.m. with activities for children of all
ages including storytelling, poetry, puppet making and arts and crafts. Children are free. Adults
pay $6 per person.
The 23rd and 24th will be Holocaust
Education Nights from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. for superintendents, school board members, district
department heads, principals and teachers from
six counties. John Loftus, vice president for education, will speak.

Downtown St. Petersburg will soon be the
home of the fourth largest Holocaust museum in
the United States. The Tampa Bay Holocaust
Memorial Museum and Educational Center is
preparing to move from its current facility in
Madeira Beach to a new
expanded location and
will open on Feb. 21.
The new museum is
home to a huge collection
of Holocaust history, galleries of art of the
Holocaust,
travelling
exhibits, a library and
electronic learning center,
a video production facility and an area of meditation.
The new three-story,
27,000 square foot building also features the center's most visible artifact: a 30-foot-long, 15-ton
original boxcar used to transport prisoners to the
Auschwitz killing center. A permanent exhibition
traces the Holocaust from its earliest roots in preWorld War II Germany through its aftt<rmath.
Since the current museum opened in January
1992, the Tampa Bay Holocaust and Educational
Center has presented more than a dozen major
exhibits commemorating the Holocaust in which
six million Jews and an additional six million
other minorities were exterminated by the Nazis
during World War II.
Of the more than 120,000 people who have
visited the museum, many were children who
came through special public school programs

WUSF-FM Celebrates Black History Month
American operas, will highlight Friday, Feb. 27 at
7:30 p.m. Based on the play by Du Bose
Heyward, the story concerns the Black community living along Catfish Row in Charleston, SC.
The complete opera performance stars bass
William White as Porgy, soprano Cynthia Hamon
as Bess, soprano Harolyn Blackwell as Clara and
baritone Damon Evans as Sporting Life. Simon
Rattle conducts the London Philharmonic.
Every day, in addition to these special programs, listeners will hear performances by such
African-American artists as pianists Awadagin
Pratt and George Walker, trumpeter Wynton
Marsalis, saxophonist Branford Marsalis and
soprano Kathleen Battle along with works by
composers William Dawson arid Adolphus
Hailstorck.

A celebration of the lives and works of
African-American classical and jazz musicians,
along with distinguished special programs, will
be featured by National Public Radio station
WUSF 89.7 in commemoration of Black History
Month.
Upcoming programs include:
Beyond Joplin: A Celebration of Black
Classical Music, a three-part tribute to Black
composers airing on consecutive Fridays, Feb. 6,
13 and 20 at 7:30 p.m. Host Brandi Parisi
explores the question of what constitutes Black
classical music while presenting the work of
several little-known composers of African
descent.
Porgy and Bess, George Gershwin's romantic
and tragic opera, the most widely performed of
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Division of Student Affairs takes
NCAA's new wrestling man dotes · Great Strides this Springl

help protect competitive wrestlers

I 'I

i

I:

(U-WIRE) State College, Penn. - Is winning
worth it? Is winning worth starving and dehydrating yourself just to lose a few pounds? Is winning
worth being a wrestler?
Jeffrey Reese, a
Michigan wrestler, died
on Dec. 9 when he collapsed on his way to the
scale after shedding 17 pounds in three days in an
attempt to compete in the !50-pound weight
class.
Police
reports
state that Reese was
wearing a plastic suit
as he rode a stationary bike in a 92degree room.
November,
In
two other collegiate
wrestlers died trying to make weight. Jack Saylor,
from Campbell University in North Carolina, and
Joseph LaRosa from Wisconsin-La Crosse both
tragically_died for the sport.
How can someone be demanded to put his
health in danger simply to appease a coach or to
wrestle in a desired weight class? The answer is
• he can't.
These horrible deaths must be seen as a warning- a warning to wrestlers and to coaches. And
they should be seen as a warning to athletes in
other sports such as gymnastics, cheerleading,
swimming and ice-skating, which also view
maintaining a low weight as important. But most
of this is a warning to the NCAA.
Following the deaths of three wrestlers, the
NCAA instituted guidelines to be.followed by all .
wrestling squads. The mandate prohibits weight-

loss aids such as sa~;~nas, Fubber suits and diuretics. Weigh-ins are to be held no more than two
hours before a match and wrestlers·may not move
to a weight class in
which they did not previously comp~te in on
or before Jan. 7 of this
season. All weight classes will have a 7-pound weight allowance.
All we can say is, "It's about time." It is common knowledge that \\frestlers risk their health to
make weight. It
should not have
taken the death of
three wrestlers to
wake up the NCAA.
But now we can only
look into the future.
In print these new
guidelines look• great, but in reality, are they
enough? It is too soon to tell ~hat effect .such
rules will have.
However, it is not too soon to know these new
regulations must be enforced. Prior to the Jiew
regulations, hot rooms above 79 degrees were
banned, yet Reese left a 92-degree hot room just
before he died.
Although the new regulations have been instituted, someone must be responsible for making
sure these regulations are strictly followed.
Coaches need to carefully monitor wrestle~s '
weight loss.
Fans should stop putting. such. extreme pressure on athletes to do whatever it takes to win.
And, most of all, athletes must take responsibility for themselves and always put their health first.
It is not only winning that is at stake.

weekly guide to living fit ... body & mind

Lifestyle change:
A matter of choice
I ,\I~
I
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Most people believe that they control their
own lifestyle. They believe that if they eat right,
do not smoke, ~nd have regular medical checkups, they have a good chance of preventing cancer. Most of us also believe that if we practice
good health habits, we can significantly reduce
our risk of heart attack.'Why is it, then, that we
don't follow through with what we know we
should be doing?
Old habits are very difticult to break. Over
time, we develop lifestyles that are more convenient, such as stopping for fast food or skipping '-'weW visits to the doctor. But change can ,
occur if the right approach is applied. The steps
involved in planning a lifestyle change include:
assessi.ng your current behavior; setting specific, realistic goals; formulating intervention
strategies; and, finally, evaluating your
progress. Let's explore these steps in detail.
* Assessing behavior: The first step in any
lifes!Yl~"change program is to evaluate personal health habits and practices. Make a list of
your health-promoting behaviors and another
list of health-inhibiting behaviors, or complete
a comprehensive .lifestyle questionnaire. Once
this task is done, evaluate your lifestyle behaviors and determine what changes you need· to
make.
* Set specific, realistic goals: Remember
that Rome wasn't built in a day. Set goals that
are concrete, observable, measurable and

achievable. Realize that you are working
toward permanent changes in your lifestyle.
* Formulate intervention strategies: No one
single strategy is right for all behaviors and
people. Common types of strategies include
positive and negative r.einfqrcers (treat yourself
to new workout clothes or make yourself wash
your car), behavioral contracts (a written contract with yourself or another person to adhere
to a plan), and stimulus control (removing
snack foods from your refrigerator and pantry).
* Evaluate progress: Monitor your plan to
determine if it is working. Assess each goal
according to the conditions and timetable specified in your plari. With this information, you
can then decide to continue with the current
plan or adjust it.
Reg!lrdless of the results, you need to maintain the proper perspective about success and
failure. Realize that the small changes you
make are very important. In fact, you will have
made progress by simply deciding to take
control. Above all, maintain a healthy perspective about yourself and don't burden yourself
with guilt if you fall short of your goals. Good
luck, and if yC>u need any assistance formulating a lifestyle change plan, please contact me at
553-3114 or stop by my office in Davis Hall
room 118.
Adapted from-Wellness Concepts and Applications.
Copyright 1994 by Mosby.

There's a new way to stay fit
and have fun.
Pat Stone
Counseling & Career Center Program Assistant
The Great Strides program presents an opportunity to set personal goals toward achieving a
balanced and healthy lifestyle. Participants select
a goal from any one (or more) of the wellness
dimensions: physical, financial, sexual, spiritual,
environmental, occupational, social, emotional
and intellectual.
In order to participate, a personal goal contract is filled out and submitted to either the
Counseling and Career Center or the Fitness
Center. The program costs nothing for participation, and the rewards are a heillthier lifestyle- no
matter which wellness dimension or goal is chosen - in addition to possibly winning prizes
which will be awarded at the ceremony held at
the end of April.
A group of Student Affairs employees have
banded together to participate in the Great Strides
program's physical
aspect of the wellness dimension: In
the spirit of supporting one another in
the achievement of
individual
health
improvement goals,
they have decided to "Walk the Blue Ridge
Parkway." Their efforts began January 15 and
will end May 15.
A map has been jlung' in the Counseling and
Career Center office in DAY 115 with the Blue
Ridge Parkway route clearly marked. ·Mneage
from town to town along the way is displayed on
"whiskey jugs" and the participants each have a
"flag" with their name on it stuck into the map.
· The route begil)~ at Cherokee North Carolina and
ends at the Wilderness National Forest in Virginia.
Participants can move their flags after completing
"miles" of physical activity, getting one mile of
credit for each 15 minutes of exercise completed,
or a credit of one mile for each mile jogged.
Having approximately 14 weeks to "walk" the
366 miles requires about 25 miles of exercise per
week in order to complete the course before the
Student Affairs program ends. The first person to
complete the trail will receive a small token of
achievement and, in turn, will provide small
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incentives for those co-workers close to reaching
the finish line.
One of the neat spin-offs of this program is the
staff members' encouragement of one another to
participate and to cheer each other on to progress
along the walking route. Amy Hopkins, Student
Affairs Career Counselor, states, "I am not into
extreme competitiveness and I like feeling supported and being supportive of others without
being in 'Head to Head' competition for the
whole semester."
Exercise buddies have developed walking
schedules and meet before work in the morning to
get their "mileage" for the day. "Since I have a
hard time forcing myself to stick to an exercise
schedule, it helps to have somebody to work out
with," said Hopkins.
Not only have the Student Affairs members
committed to begin 1998 by exercising, other
aspects of the wellness dimension have been chosen for areas of self-improvement. For example,
"One member set a goal to begin an investment
program. Another wants to -address the spiritual
aspect of a balanced and healthy lifestyle and has
resolved to become
active in religious
services on a regular
basis. And one student worker set educational goals by
committing to finish ,
certain portions of
hi.s doctoral program by the end of the semester.
If you are interested in participating in the
Great Strides exercise aspect of the program,
Fitness Center events scheduled to help you
achieve your goals include a "group walk" on
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 12:05 p.m.
Participants leave from the Fitness Center and
walk to the Vinoy Hotel and back, with the goal
of completing the three miles in 45 minutes. Also,
a number of aerobic videos are stocked at the fitness center for use by members at 7:30 a.m. ,
Monday through Friday, and an instructor is
being lined up for "live" aerobics classes at various times throughout the week.
So ... why don't you line up a "support buddy,''
set some personal goals and stop by the
Counseling & Career Center's Resource Library
or the Fitness Center and fill out a Contract and
Log Sheet? Then, leave it with the staff so that
you can become officially "registered" and officially on your way to a better you! Good Luck!
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Some of our 20 dessert creations:
Snickers Volcano • Mile High Ver~ Berry
Alrnond loy'M Sensation • Key Lime Pie
Sacher Torte • So Good ~ Carrol Cake
Raspberry Amaretto Cheesecake • and More!
Come discover your favorite!

1

LA:>wntown • Lighthouse Point • 1yrooe Mall •
with coupon IUSF!

expires June 30,

Steak Soup served in a Vienna Loaf
Chicken or Tuna Salad Pitas
Chicken Caesar, Chef & Greek Salads
Deli Sandwiches, Spinach Pie
Freshly Baked Bagels, and More!

Watch for the next issue of The Craw's Nest
Monday, February 16
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Clubs/Organizations
Dive Club
The USF Dive Club meets the first Friday of
every month at 4 p.m. in the MSL Lounge.
Everyone is welcome, certified divers or not. For
more info, call Jennifer at 553-1649 or e-mail :
jjarrell @seas.marine.usf.edu.

"' Flying Club
Regular meetings are o n the thi rd T hursday of
every month from 5 to 6:30 p.m. Refreshments
and snack-type foods will be served. Come and
join us for aviation education, interesting tours,
fu nd-raising projects and grou p fly ing activities.
Watch for the announcement of an organized to ur
of the Ai r Traffi c Control Tower and Flight
Service Station. Join us in our goal to purchase a
fli ght-training simulator. You can e-mail us at
boehme@seas. marine.usf.edu o r golson@seas.
marine.usf.edu . Or call Gene Olson for more info
at 553-1 100.

Student Council
for Exceptional Children
SCEC meets the fi rst Mo nday o f every month at
noon in Davis 130. $1 lunch meeting at noon. The
meeting is repeated at 4 p.m. Monday in the same
room (no lunch).

Campus Activities/
Services
Fitness Center
Open Monday th rough T hursday 7 a.m. to 10
p.m., Friday 7 a. m. to 6 p.m., Saturday 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. and Sunday I p.m. to 5 p.m. The Fitness
Center has 14 Nautilus machines, a Paramount
multi-exercise machine, Lifesteps, Lifecycles,
treadmills, a rower and free weights. Check out
scheduled aerobi cs classes, work out with
fellow students, o r ask so meone about participating in the Great Strides program. Call 5531589.

Health and Wellness Counseling

Omni Cultural Society

The C ounseling & Career Center offers informaThe Omni C ultural Society pledges to extinguish tion and counseling o n exercise and fi tness,
cultural misconceptions through positive social weight management, nutrition concerns, well ness
interactions. February meetings and events assessments, cholesterol issues, cardiovascular
include: Tuesday, Feb. 3 at 4 :30 p.m.-"Meeting health , substance abuse (including smoki ng), and
of the Minds:" Tuesday, Feb . .I 0 at 5 p.m.-Board . sexually transmi tted diseases. You only have one
meeting in Davis Lobby; Wednesday, Feb. 18 at body and the Counseling & Career Center wants
5:30 p.m.-Learn about Afri can-American to help you learn how to take care of it. For more
Kwanza Celebration; Tuesday, Feb. 24 at 5 information, call 553- 11 29.
p.m.- Board meeting in Davis Lobby. Check the
bulletin board in Davis Lobby fo'r updated meetOutside Theater By The Bay
ing times and locatio ns.
Free movies for students and ' staff. Bring a lawn
chair or blanket and join your frjends outside
Phi Theta Kappa (Alumni)
Davis lo bby by the water. Check your SAB
Phi T heta Kappa me mbers are inv ited to attend calendar for dates, movies and times or look for
bi-weekly meetings on Mondays at 4:30 p.m. in
the latest info o n the back page of The Crows
the Financial Aid boardroom in Bayboro Hall.
Nest.
Upcoming meeting dates are February 2 and 16.
Call PTK advisor Jennifer C lark fo r more inforSpecial Events Hotline
mation at 553- 1128.
This campus' Student Activities Board really has
its act together! There's always something fun
SAB
going on and you' ll regret it when you see the
The Student Activities Board holds bi-weekly cool photos in The Craw's Nest and wonder why
meeti ngs on Mondays at 4:30 p.m. in CAC room you weren't there to be in them. Instead, pick up
133. Upcoming meetings are o n February 9 and
the phone and find out all the latest info rmation
23. All students are welcome to attend and on free movies, concerts, parties, lectures and
encouraged to sh are their ideas for campu s other campus happenings ! Call the Special
events. Call SABat 553-1599.
Events Hotline at 553- 1840.

SABO

Test Help

SABO (Student Accounting & Business
Org ani zatio n) meetings are he ld every
Wednesday at noon and 5: 15p.m. in Davis 130.
For more information, page Lara Manning at
426 -041 5.

USF's Educational Outreach program is offering
1998 Spring test preparation courses on the St.
Pete campus. The GRE Math Skills Review will
be offered Saturdays from 8 a.m. to noon from
Feb. 21 to March 28 and The GRE Verbal Skills
Review will be offered those same dates from I
p.m. to 5 p.m. Each GRE course is $200.· Other
test reviews are available, but on the Tampa campus. For more information, call 974-520 1.

Student Affairs
Student Affairs meetings are held Thursdays at I 0
a.m. in CAC 133.
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ads about your meeting times and locations for free as long
update our list as soon as possible so your club can appear on this
contact name for your club or organizatio n; the name of the club;
days; a person students should contact for more information; and a
is free advertisement is only fo r meeting times, locations and conguarantee fo r non-paid classified advertisements, but we will do
""" If you would like to advertise an event, please contact Kaerrie
page, these advertisements are $7 for 30 words or less, I0
Display ads are avai lable throughout the publication at regular
~egoti able based on frequency and other factors, but are at the dis•nr~sentat ive. If there is a change to your classified ad at any time,
Crow :f Nest (CAC) so we can update your ad or call us at 553about this policy, please contact Kaerrie Simons. Thank you!

Victim's Advocacy Program

The Craw's Nest

The Victim's Advocacy Program is available to
assist all USF students or employees who are victims of actual or' threatened violence, including
but not limited to battery, assault, sexual battery
(date rape, acquai ntance rape, stranger rape), and
attempted battery. The Program provides crisis
intervention, referral to community-based victim
assistance programs, help in resolving academic
problems resulting from victimization, assistance
during campus judicial process, and referral for
counseling, medical, legal or social service assistance. If you need them, please contact them.
DAY 115 or call553-1 129.

Need a chance to get published in a non-threatening envi ronment? We don't have egos the size of
the Grand Canyon, but we are in fact some or' the
greatest people you' ll ever meet. Want to hang
o ut with us? Want to write for us? Want to try
your hand at some ad creations? Maybe you can
write, but j ust can't think of what to write about.
Believe me, we have a list of possible assignments ten pages long; we jus~ need people to
cover the ideas for us. What do you say? It 's a
volunteer opportunity that will look good on
your resume. Just knowing us, though ...that's all
the incentive you need. Call Kaerrie Simons at
553-3 113.

Services Offered

Florida National Guard

Proofreading and Writing Services
Proofreading and copyediting for form and/or
conten.t. Essays, theses, reports. Writing services:
Resume, technical and business communications,
etc. $15/hr. Esti mates given. Quick turnaround.
Can work from hard copy or disk. Lynda, 449 0 183.

Call to find out how you can get I00 percent
tuition exemptio n for college by joining the
Florid a National G uard. Contact Sergeant First
C lass AI Feliciano at 89 3-2099.

For Rent
Downtown Rentals

Job Opportunities
Appointment Setter
The MAX G roup, which sells high-end accounting software packages, is looking for an appointment setter. No sales required. Pays $6.50 per
hour base salary plus commission. 20-25 hours
per week, fl exible within regular business hours.
Call Dawn Bentley 813-577-4000, fax resume to
577-8600 or send to ·300 5th St. N., St. .Pete
33702.

Crow~ Nest
.. Classified' wj
Advertising R?trs

The Shi~ l ey Ann Hotel: for rent, a select number
of suites and rooms only for USF students and
friends. Rooms start at just $300/mo. Daily and
weekly rates are also available. Call 894-2759 for
more information.

Garage Apartment
For rent: !- bedroom furni shed garage apartment.
Quiet. No pets, non-smo ker. Two miles from
USF. New carpet, paint, A/C. $350/month lease.
Call 823-6590.

Single issue rate is $7.00 for 30 words
or less (two-week run); additional words
are 1();Cents each.
Refunds will not be issued after ad and
payment are received.
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What's Going On

PTK Delivers Smi.les
A little holiday cheer went
a long way for .U.S. troops.
<.

.....-.

Kaerrie Simons
Nest Editor
Maybe they couldn't be home for
Christmas, but troops in more than one
thousand places around the world got a little
Christmas sent to them this past
December... thanks, in part, to the efforts of
the Phi Theta Kappa chapter of USF-St.
Pete.
Every year, thousands of thoughtful volunteers around the country join forces with
Friends of Our Troops to participate in the
Military Mail program. This year, Phi Theta
Kappa sponsored a Christmas Car<;ls for the
Troops project, coordinated by Brandy
Greenlee of USF-St. Pete.
Volunteers in the project worked diligently between Ngv. 12 and Nov. 21 preparing Christmas cards and cheerful letters to
bring holiday wishes to troops around the
world. Over 900 cards were made and
mailed during the project; one USF student
alone was responsible for making 150 of
those cards.
Responses and thank-yous have been
pouring in from everywhere, including
Japan , South Africa, and even right here at
home.
MiLitary Mail is a program that is
designed to boost the morale of U.S. troops.
Once the mail has been collected from volunteers, it is separated into packages of
varying sizes (usually 25 to 30 pieces for
small troops, 3,000 or more for an entire
base). Then those packages are sent by priority mail to more than 1,000 bases, units,
hospitals and support agencies (such as the
Armed Services YMCAs and some of the
local USOs) around the world.
Thanks go to everyone who participated
in the 1997 PTK Christmas Cards for the
Troops project and made it such a huge success. This year, the program will begin in
late October and run for two to three weeks.

"'6

Now through February 15
Jewels on the Bay, public tours of the ASID
Showcase of Historic Houses. The historic Perry
Snell House and John C. Williams House at USFSt. Petersburg have been renovated and feature
the work of top professional interior design firms.
The houses are open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday through Saturday and from noon to 4
p.m. on Sunday. They are located on 2nd Street
South between 5th and 6th Avenues. Cost is $10
per person. Proceeds benefit the Boys and Girls
Club of the Suncoast and USF-St. Petersburg
scholarships. Call 553-3153.

Now Through February 28
WUSF-FM 89.7 celebrates Black History Month
with special programming featuring AfricanAmerican classical and jazz musicians. Look for
specific listings in this issue of The Crows Nest.

February 2
From Hoop Skirts to Hoop Dreams, a lecture presented by Pamela Grundy of the Department of
History at the University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill. Grundy will recount the h!story of
women's basketball from the 19th century to the
present and the -strategies women have used to
contend with such issues as competition over
resources and whether strenuous athl_etics is part
of "proper" feminine behavior. Free, 6:30 p.m.,
CAC Core. Part of the "Playing Ball: Sports and
American Culture" lecture.series. For m·ore information, please call 553-3458.
Making Contact: Writing the "Right" Resume.
Review principal types of resumes and cover letters as you learn to evaluate your information and
how you may wish to include that data. It is helpful to bring a resume draft with you. Counseling
& Career Center, 5 to 6 p.m. Call 553-1 129 or
stop by DAY 115.

February 3

Help ...

African-American Lesbian and Gay History: An
Exploration, a lecture presented by Barbara
Smith, a black feminist writer and activist. Smith
will discuss the need to create an accurate analytical fran:tework that incorporates the racial, class,
political and cultural factors that shape the history of blacks of varying sexualities. Free, 6 p.m.,
CAC Core.

If you are the Katie who made a card for
the troops, we want you to know it was
appreciated. The members of the Marine
Security Guard Detachment protecting the
American Embassy in Accra, Ghana (West
Africa) say thanks!

Native American Identity in Modem American
Society, a lecture presented by author and
American Indian activist Gabriel Horn, also
known as White Deer of Autumn. Horn will give

February 4

a philosophical perspective on primal and civilized thought and how each defines who we are.
Noon at the Ethics Center. Free, but reservations
are required. RSVP to 553-3172.

February 5-7
26th Annual Florida Suncoast Writer's
Conference, on campus. Call 553-1842.

February 6
Effective Communication. Identify relationship
stressors and learn communication and relationship skills to minimize conflict, deal with difficult people, and build a personal support network. Counseling & Career Center, I to 3 p.m.
Call 553-1129 or stop by DAY 115 for reservations and information.

February 12
Valentine Candy grams and Outside Theater by
the Bay. Beginning at 10 a.m., candy grams will
be sold for 50 cents· outside Davis Hall on the Bay
side. You will have the option to make your own
card or purchase a valentine for a nominal charge
(75 cents to $1 ). Carnations will be C)n sale for $1 ,.
and raffle tickets will be sold for 50 cents with the
winner getting a dozen roses. The candy grams
will be sold until the Outside Theater by the Bay
movie starts at 8:30 p.m. In honor of Valentine's
Day, the featured movie will be Ghost. Popcorn
and sodas will be sold for 50 cents each.

February 13

February 9
Violence and Celebrity In and Out of the Ring, a
lecture presented by Dr. Ferdie "The Fight
Doctor" Pacheco, network boxing commentator
and author. Pacheco will discuss Mohammad Ali
and other famous boxers, and their personal and
professional relationships to violence. Free, 6:30
p.m., CAC Core. Part of the "Playing Ball: Sports
and American Culture" lecture series. For more
information, please call 553-3458.
First Impressions: Tips, Hints and Tricks of the
Trade. Review physical presentation, including
body language and dress to impress, and assessment of the interv!ewer. Counseling & Career
Center, 5 to 6 p.m. Call 553-1129 or stop by the
office at DAY 115.

Survival Skills for Managing College Stress.
Identify sources of stress, evaluate current coping
patterns, and make a plan to incorporate effective
stress management skills into · your life.
Counseling & Career Center, 1 to 3 p.m. Call
553-1129 or stop by DAY 115.

February 16
Gridiron Culture: FootbaLl and American Life, a
lecture presented by Michael Oriard, professor of
English at Oregon State University and former
Kansas City Chiefs' offensive lineman. Oriard
will discuss how the sport of football developed,
how media affected its evolution, and the role of .
football in defining ideals. Free, 6:30 p.m., CAC
Core. Part of the "Playing Ball: . Sports and
American Culture" lecture series. For more information, please call 553-3458.
Say What You Mean! Preparing for and responding to Interviewing Questions. Discuss and practice answering and asking questions, and planning p~st-interview actions. Counseling & Career
Center, 5 to 6 p.m. Call 553. 1129 or stop by the
office at DAY 115.

February 10
Film: A Place of Rage. This film about AfricanAmerican wC)men and their achievements features interviews with Angela Davis, June Jordan
and Alice Walker, and covers civil rights, black
power and feminist movements. Free, 6 p.m., in
the Campus Activities Center.

There's more...

February 11
Film and Discussion: Love. Part of the series "Dr.
French's Philosophical Four-Letter Words," this
video examines the plausibility of love at first
sight, whether loving someone ought to (or even
can) be rationally justified, whether sexual orientation and masculine and feminine roles necessarily have anything to do with romantic love,
and whether one's beloved has privileged moral
status. Afterward, Ethics Center Director Peter
French will explore the origins of our concept of
romance. Free, 5 p.m., in the Ethics Center. Call
553-3171 for more info.

Sometimes event listings reach The Crows Nest
and sometimes they don ' t. We print as many of
the enes we know of as possible, but there are
other places you can check for additional event
listings so you don't miss out on all the fun. For
example, keep an eye on ' the club bulletin
board in the Davis lobby, pick up a listing of
scheduled workshops from the Counseling &
Career Center, look for event listings at the
Fitness Center, and call the Special Events
Hotline at 553-1840 for the latest information on
free movies, concerts, parties, lectures and other
campus happenings.
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lease remember to keep your keys in your hand
when leaving or entering your car and remember to
lock your vehicle when you park. Keep valuables out of
sight. Use the Blue Light phones provided across campus to contact police in the event of an emergency.
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a message from Parkf.ng Services
Davis Hall

